HyperActive Cleaning Technologies, llc.
Our Mission Statement
Our clients are our first priority. Our key operating factor, & goal, is to work directly with our clients,
implement the most efficient cleaning & detailing methods, and to only use high-quality, effective products. This
compliments our current practices, & enhances our current methods used within the various challenges of modern
cleaning & detailing procedures. We continually research new product lines, more advanced equipment, and the
safest, most efficient, & affordable cleaning & detailing methods. HCT believes that this increased knowledge is
beneficial not only for us, but more so for our clients.

Our Commitment


HCT commits to the promotion & support for the specific needs & concerns of each client, & HCT shall
always strive to provide each client with dramatic savings through reduced operating expenses &
maintenance costs.



HCT will demonstrate our strong work ethic, our customer loyalty, and our sincere dedication to those that
helped make us who we are; your top-tier cleaning company & professional detailer.



HCT will provide you with excellent customer support, our personal insights, & “next steps” for the
aesthetic care of your home, office, or mode of transportation.



HCT’s level of service will far exceed the normal requirements for any owner or company.



HCT will offer our services with the utmost of quality, & will appease every client concern, because “We
care about every detail in what we do”!



HCT shall remain competitive by offering our services at fair market prices, while we deliver an unmatched
& superior level of quality.



HCT will strive to better represent, promote, & demonstrate the effectiveness of the products which we use.
We do this with prudence, professionalism, intimate care, and through the implementation of the most
efficient business practices. We feel that by studying our competition, their rates, practices, methods,
distributors, & detailing materials, we can then provide more accurate recommendations, more itemspecific critiques based on materials & processes used, & generate the most concise information in the
industry.



Our suppliers may then adjust their product lines, the product qualities, application processes, etc. in a
manner that improves the overall outcome for all future cleaning & detailing services. By making the
higher rated products more accessible to our clients, & by making them easier to use, HCT has the potential
to reduce the total cost and time involved, thereby allowing optimum aesthetic appearances, more efficient
operations, & increased longevity of not just the detailing process, but the average lifespan of any
establishment & mode of travel.

HyperActive Cleaning Technologies is the most productive solution for all your cleaning & detailing needs!

Our Aeronautic Fuel-Cost Reduction Program
As demonstrated below in Diagram A, the results from our detailing processes, based on studies through science
and statistics, provided by MIT & the FAA, explicitly show the potential savings to each average-sized aircraft
owner, arriving between $400,000 & $4.1 million dollars, just in fuel consumption alone!
HCT believes it is imperative to work together with other detailing services, in complete harmony, & with likeminded goals, & we know that by maintaining positive communication skills with all our suppliers, clients, &
owners, we may then successfully supply & service each client at a much higher level.
HCT has made successful communication a pre-requisite in all our business practices, & we will continue to
display the highest level of customer service, & continue to produce top quality results. We possess an incredible
versatility, which allows us to adapt to the changes from one aircraft to another, & from one client’s concern to the
next. The implementation of all our expert detailing practices, our prioritizing systems, sound budgeting practices,
& specific product selections greatly assist us in achieving each of our goals, with amazing regularity.

Diagram A
AVERAGE FUEL COST REDUCTION-PRO FORMA-PER AIRCRAFT PER YEAR

Gal p/Yr | Price p/Gal | Annual Fuel Cost | Drag Reduction Rate | Annual Cost Reduction

4,200,000

$4.85

$20,370,000

0.012

$488,880

“One simple decision…for a sound Peace of Mind!”

HyperActive Cleaning Technologies, LLC.
~the smallest details matter~

Benefits of Our Appearance Program
Cosmetic appearance & gleaming cleanliness are critical traits for every aircraft of every airline, for a
multitude of reasons. A good first impression is everything, & an above-satisfied impression is made the instant any
employee, competitor, or customer, sets their eyes on your newly serviced aircraft.
As a client of HyperActive Cleaning Technologies, you will reward your aircraft, & your company, with an
excellent rapor, in addition to an impressive savings in fuel consumption, through our Fuel-Reduction
Program. This is a critical component to the successful operation of every airline companies. Therefore, it is vital
to allow HCT to design & maintain, an “Appearance Program” for each of your aircraft; a Program that will
correctly reflect & represent your company’s premier image.
The monumental financial savings associated with our highly-effective, highly-efficient “Appearance Program”
is a central, mandatory component, needed for your company to achieve its annual financial projections, largely by
curbing one of your largest expenditures. HyperActive Cleaning Technologies vows to use only the highest quality
interior & exterior cleaning products available, & as we work with each client on a personal basis, we assist them in
elevating their business to higher levels.

Peace of Mind by Longevity
Our applications incorporate products that not only restore, but also protect the surfaces of your aircraft. Our
application processes help resist corrosion from rust, moisture, weather, & air-flow resistance. Consequently, they
lower drag during flight by allowing a more efficient in-flight level of fuel performance, coupled with a reduced
wear & tear to aircraft components. These affordable & crucial services also significantly extend each aircraft’s
paint durability.
Oxidization, fuel stains, & exhaust tainting on aircraft surfaces are usually removed, restoring the paint and
surfaces to the manner in which they were created, as well as painted and unpainted surfaces are also better
protected against most natural, environmental deterioration factors. Our detailing services and products solve the
ever-increasing problem, confusion, and accrued costs of conforming to the tedious disposal restrictions, which are
dictated by the Resource Conservation Recovery Act (RCRA).

Final Synopsis
Although HyperActive Cleaning Technologies has proven our commitment to excellence by successfully
implementing & maintaining our interior and exterior cleaning programs, we pledge to continue to refine our
products and procedures, thereby optimizing the five principal benefits to our clients: safety, paint life,
increased fuel efficiencies, operating cost-reductions, & increased appearance values. We have found these
are the five primary benefits through contracting the most qualified, efficient, & performance-focused
cleaning & detailing provider, HyperActive Cleaning Technologies, llc.


HCT will provide our clients with an industry-leading Appearance and Protection Program, which is the
most effective approach to detailing both the interior, and/or exterior, of any vehicle or aircraft, large or
small.



HCT maintains a high rate of customer satisfaction through our professionally trained employees, our
commitment to every detail, & the final results of each service we provide. We do this through top-quality
performance for every client, & we stand by our “Top Quality Guarantee”.



HCT believes that “It is not only an aircraft owner’s desire to display the highest quality clean, but it is
their right”. Our exceptional performance, specific processes, & stellar customer service practices will
assist you in creating, building, & maintaining your individual customer opinion-rating.



HCT uses only the highest quality interior & exterior cleaning protection products currently available,
which in turn, “mirror” our attitude & performance levels.

